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Ogilvy Sweeps the Asian Marketing Effectiveness Awards
Collecting 12 Effectiveness Accolades 
Ogilvy & Mather Asia Pacific became the most-awarded 
network at the Asia Marketing Effectiveness (AME) 
awards, winning 12 effectiveness accolades at the award 
ceremony, held at the Pudong Shangri-La Hotel in 
Shanghai, March 25. 

“The level of competition was impressive,” said Tim Isaac, Chairman Ogilvy 
& Mather - Asia Pacific. “And it’s very encouraging to see agencies and 
clients coming together more and more around these Effectiveness Awards.  
I think it demonstrates how all of us in marketing communications 
understand the need to prove the ROI on marketing investment. And it’s 
always inspiring to witness good ideas that have built profits; after all, we’re 
in the business to sell!”

“The Asian Marketing Effectiveness Awards provide that all-important 
opportunity for us to take a moment to celebrate those marketing accomplishments across the region.”

Ogilvy Bangkok, Hong Kong, Mumbai, Shanghai, Sydney, Taipei and Asia Pacific converted more short-listed 
entries into metal than any other network, winning 12 effectiveness accolades: three Gold, three Silver and 
six Bronze, including the Tencent MIND award. 

The Asian Marketing Effectiveness Awards seek to identify the region’s top creators, and reward insightful 
strategies that add value to consumers, and truly define and build habits. Now in its eighth year, the AME’s 
is hailed as the region’s premier recognition of excellence in marketing effectiveness.

http://www.media.asia/Newsarticle/2010_03/Asian-Marketing-Effectiveness-Award-Winners/39340

Category Client Title Agency Market Honour
Most effective use of 
advertising

Vodafone Essar The Vodafone Zoozoos Ogilvy & Mather 
Mumbai

India Gold

Most effective use of 
interactive marketing

Vodafone Essar Guess who has a larger 
fan following than 
Mickey Mouse? 

OgilvyOne Worldwide, 
Mumbai 

India Gold

Most effective use of 
interactive marketing

The North Face  
(VF Asia) 

Red Flag Explorer 
Movement 

Ogilvy & Mather 
Shanghai & 
Iconmobile China 

China Tencent MIND Award 

Best Integrated 
Marketing Campaign

Vodafone Essar The Vodafone Zoozoos Ogilvy & Mather 
Mumbai

India Silver

Best marketing 
campaign for regional 
brand development

Unilever Asia Andy and Lily in 
Clothworld 

Ogilvy & Mather  
Asia Pacific 

Asia Pacific Silver

Best marketing 
campaign for national 
brand development

MTR Corporation MTR “Caring for Life’s 
Journeys” 

Ogilvy & Mather 
Hong Kong 

Hong Kong Silver

Best sustained success GlaxoSmithKline Panadol “It’s my 
choice” 

Ogilvy & Mather 
Sydney

Australia Silver

Most effective use of 
advertising

Thai Life Insurance Value oneself by caring 
for others

Ogilvy & Mather 
Thailand

Thailand Bronze

Most effective use of 
interactive marketing

The North Face  
(VF Asia) 

Red Flag Explorer 
Movement 

Ogilvy & Mather 
Shanghai & 
Iconmobile China 

China Bronze

Most effective use of 
branded content

Bajaj Auto Pulsar MTV Stunt 
Mania 

Ogilvy & Mather 
Mumbai 

India Bronze

Most effective use of 
sponsorship and event 
marketing

Kimberley-Clark 
Taiwan

A Star is Born Ogilvy & Mather 
Taiwan 

Taiwan Bronze

Best small budget 
marketing campaign

IBM China IBM Rational Software 
Conference (RSC) 
2009 

OgilvyOne Worldwide, 
Beijing 

China Bronze
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Ogilvy at the AMEs

Paul Heath and the 
2010 AME judging 
panel 

Chris Graves,  
Chairman of the  
AMEs welcomes 
delegates to  
the festival

Chris Graves and 
Eugene Cheong  
on stage at the  
Gala dinner 

Tim Broadbent  
picking up one of 
Ogilvy’s 12 AME’s 

Paul Heath and  
Dirk Eschenbacher 
(Tribal DDB) at the 
Judges and  
Speakers’ dinner

The AME Debate: 
Rethink & Rebuild 
Marketing 
Effectiveness.  
Tim Isaac discusses

Chris Graves and Paul 
Heath at the Judges 
and Speakers’ dinner

Eugene Cheong  
picking up Thailand’s 
AME accolade

Paul Heath discussing 
how procurement and 
agencies need to build 
bridges for better work

Tim Isaac on stage  
at the AME debate 

Paul Heath - judging 

Chris Graves  
introducing the 
Procurement Big  
Ideas session

Tim Isaac on stage 
picking up Gold for 
Vodafone Zoozoos 
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Ogilvy Discovery’s latest study reveals the diversity of 
modern Chinese mothers and how society’s depiction 
of them is often at odds with reality
There are more than 320 million working mothers in China, more than the entire population of the United 
States. This influential demographic has become a driving force of the economy; they form the bedrock of 
new markets, pillars of growth and drive domestic consumption. 
 
And while this group represents an opportunity for those marketers that can offer something relevant, 
meaningful and practical to them, it is presumptuous to assume that Chinese mothers are similar to each 
other and respond to marketing messages in the same way. 
 
“Brands should help mother solve real life problems,” Said Shenan Chuang, Chief Executive, Ogilvy & 
Mather Group China. “ Selling becomes easier and more effective when that happens first. So we set out to 
gain an insight into Chinese mother’s perceptions of the world around them and their place in it.” 
 
To read the full study click http://www.ogilvy.com/On-Our-Minds/Articles/changing_chinese_mothers.aspx

 
And view the ‘Mum the Word’ video http://v.youku.com/v_show/id_xmtyxmtkondu2.html

Or contact kunal.sinha@ogilvy.com
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Breaking campaigns…Castrol

Credits:
Creative Director: Akihito Abe (Ogilvy)
Copywriter: Satoko Takada (Ogilvy)
Art Director: Kaori Mochizuki (Ogilvy)
Planner: Nobuhisa Ishizuka (Ogilvy)
Account Manager: Genjiro Wakayama (Ogilvy)
Producer: Natsuko Shimizu (Ogilvy)
Castrol Ichi-GO Creator and Constructor: 
Kogoro Kurata

Construction Project Manager: 
Yusuke Kitani (Kaibutsu)
Designer: Atsushi Hashimoto (Yama)
Flash Developer: Kazuki Nakata (Yama)
Programmer: Tadakazu Oda (FISH GROVE)
Sound Designer: Shojiro Nakaoka (Bitztream)
Client: BP Castrol K.K.

For more than 100 years, Castrol has been passionate about developing engine 
oil that maximizes engine performance. This year, the petroleum giant was 
appointed the official sponsor of the 2010 FIFA World Cup and it wanted to 
expand awareness of this sponsorship. But it faced a challenge in marrying two 
unlikely bedfellows that had seemingly nothing in common: oil and football, 
and turned to Ogilvy & Mather Japan for help.

What emerged from the rounds of discussion amongst the team was an idea 
that cleverly combines the two elements - an engine-driven free kick machine 
with superhuman power, named Castrol Ichi-Go.
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Breaking campaigns…Castrol

The Castrol Ichi-Go had to fulfill five objectives:

• It must be driven by the power of an automotive engine 

• It must be powered by Castrol EDGE, which, when poured into the engine, will deliver the kick  

 with maximum power  

• Perform a superhuman kick with a steel leg

• The speed of the free kick must be as fast as the kick of Portuguese football player  

 Cristiano Ronaldo, or more than 200km/h

• The design of the machine must be radical and unique 

To turn the Castrol Ichi-Go into reality, Kogoro Kurata, an artist who produces prominent iron-made 

machines, was appointed to be its maker. With his football expertise, Masakiyo Maezono, captain of 

Japan’s football team at the Atlanta Olympics, joined the team as Project Advisor. 

Challenges

One of the biggest challenges the project faced was in attracting the attention of the public without the 

use of mass media, due to a challenging budget.

Another issue was that there had never been a machine like Castrol Ichi-Go. So nobody was really certain 

if the machine could actually be completed. A campaign website was built for the team to record the 

development of this innovative machine. Updates and problems faced were reported on the site through 

the use of pictures and movies on a daily basis, and the progress was logged on Twitter as well.

Completion

On January 25, a crowd of curious bystanders and 100 members of the press gathered to catch the 

unveiling of the Castrol Ichi-Go. Singer Miki Fujimoto, who is also a well-known futsal player, was a  

guest at the event.

The tension was rife when it was time for the Castrol Ichi-Go to release its first kick in public. As the first 

shot was taken, gasps of amazement were heard. Despite the fact that the ball did not go into the back 

of the net, the speed achieved by the ball was a remarkable 206km/h, exceeding the target of 200km/h!

Results

More than 100 reporters attended the press announcement. News of the Castrol Ichi-go was reported 

on numerous news websites, television, newspapers and magazines. It was also broadcast in nine 

countries overseas, including the US, UK, China, Korea, New Zealand, Italy, Holland, Lithuania and 

Russia. The campaign succeeded in building on Castrol’s image as an innovative market leader and 

cleverly brought together the brand and the 2010 FIFA World Cup.

http://creativity-online.com/news/castrol-fifa-world-cup-ichigo/142590
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New Business – February 

Ogilvy has again topped PCW/ Media’s 
new business league tables for the month 
of February adding an additional 25.3 
million dollars in revenue.

Ogilvy wins Tsingtao in China

Ogilvy & Mather has been appointed to the creative business for Tsingtao  
Beer in China, replacing incumbent Saatchi & Saatchi.

Ogilvy will be responsibility for Tsingtao’s overall brand strategy, communications  
planning and core creative work. According to Raymond Tao, President of 
Ogilvy & Mather Advertising, China; Ogilvy was awarded the business because  
Tsingtao was looking for an agency that could help it become a global brand.

http://www.ogilvy.com/News/Press-Releases/March-2010-Ogilvy-Beijing-Wins-Tsingtao-Account.aspx

NEW WINS OGILVY & MATHER AP

CLIENT NAME COUNTRY/OFFICE

Tsingtao China

Momoko Kids Wear China

Lee Kum Kee China

BMW Australia

National Australia Bank Australia

Prudential Indonesia

Prudential Insurance Taiwan

JTI Taiwan

Sony Vietnam

UPS Vietnam

Mint - Hindustan Times India

Warner Lambert Japan

PSM Japan
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New appointments

In our quest to build a company of giants, several outstanding appointments 
to the Ogilvy stable across the region have been made recently:

Ogilvy Advertising Singapore has named Dan Gibson (left) as Managing 

Director. As Head of Account Management at 180 Amsterdam in the 

Netherlands, Gibson managed the agency’s global adidas business. He was 

previously an Account Director at BBH London. In his new role, Gibson 

will report directly to Stephen Mangham, Group Chairman of Ogilvy & 

Mather Singapore, and will be responsible for the day-to-day operations of 

the agency, building new business partnerships and developing talent and 

offering strategic counsel to existing clients. He replaces Mark Wong (left), 

who will head OgilvyAction in Shanghai. Reporting to Patti Sun, President of 

OgilvyAction China, Wong work closely with Sun to drive integrated shopper 

and retail solutions across the agency and is charged with driving the growth 

of new business across China.

Meanwhile, James Brook-Partridge (left) shifts from Ogilvy Hong Kong to 

Head Broadcast Production in Singapore. Formerly the Regional Head of 

Broadcast working primarily on Unilever, Brook-Partridge has followed the 

Unilever hub to Singapore, and will be responsible for ensuring that creative 

teams have the best support in making top class films. The TV production 

team is also strengthened by the arrival of TV producers Wendi Chong and 

Maggie Chan, who have moved to Singapore with Brook-Partridge.

Neo@Ogilvy Hong Kong has appointed Raymond Leung as Media Planning 

Director, reporting directly to Kitty Wong, Managing Director, OgilvyOne 

Hong Kong. Leung will supervise all aspects of Neo@Ogilvy operation 

including planning, buying and consulting. He is responsible for the quality of 

the agency output, both strategically and creatively.

Ogilvy & Mather Philippines has also made two key management changes in 

the past month. Leah M. Huang has been promoted to Managing Director 

of Ogilvy PR, having turned in a sterling performance as OIC and Business 

Unit Director in 2009 and proving her mettle against challenging economic 

conditions and key personnel changes. Additionally, Melissa J. Crucillo 

rejoins Ogilvy Philippines to lead OgilvyOne and Neo@Ogilvy as Managing 

Director, after a four-year stint at Nike Southeast Asia.
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360° Case Study
L&P: Backyard Cricket Tournament

For Iconic New Zealand Soft Drink Lemon 
& Paeroa (L&P), A Good Year Depends On 
A Good Summer, Since That’s When Nearly 
Half Of Annual Sales Occur. But Between 
2004 And 2007, Summer Sales Of All Soft 
Drinks, Including L&P, Flattened Out.  
The Challenge For Ogilvy & Mather  
New Zealand Was To Win Back  
Summer For L&P And Restore Annual  
Sales Growth.

L&P Is Synonymous With Laid Back 
Summer Activities Like Going To The Beach, 
Or Having A Casual Game Of Cricket 
With Your Mates. But Research Revealed 
A Shocking Truth: L&P’s Core Target 
Audience Of Young Kiwi Males Felt Their 
Birthright – The Relaxed Kiwi Lifestyle – 
Was Under Threat. Busy, Urban Lifestyles 

Were Eating Away At It. Our Goal Was To Breathe New Life Back Into That Tradition, 
Courtesy Of L&P.

Our Big Idea Was To Bring Back The Fun Men Once Had Playing Backyard Cricket, Via 
The World’s First Backyard Cricket Tournament In L&P’s Spiritual Home Town – Paeroa.

Solution

The campaign took on a three-prong approach.

First, we reminded Kiwis of when they were 

kids, playing backyard cricket and drinking L&P. 

We created ads showing three L&P legends of 

backyard cricket (or BYC). There was Uncle Terry, 

grumpy old Mr. What’s-his-face next door, and 

your little sister ‘the easy wicket’. These appeared 

as posters, adshels, a special build bus shelter, 

international cricket programmes and on the radio. 

Next, we promoted L&P as the only drinks break 

option during a game of BYC. These messages 

appeared in-store along with a 3D fridge sticker 

and a gas station promo that sold out in record 

time. We also threw branded tennis balls into the 

crowd at international cricket matches promoting 

our website, earning the catcher a free L&P.

Finally, we invited consumers to participate in a 

nationwide backyard cricket tournament, aptly 

named the L&P BYC Tourney, to be played in 

the backyards of Paeroa locals. This event was 

promoted through street posters and radio. To 

avoid direct competition with better-funded 

brands than L&P, we gave the greatest weighting 

to non-traditional media. 
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Channels were chosen for their ability to generate talkability and included a Facebook page, ‘news 

stories’ featuring New Zealand cricket stars in The Crowd Goes Wild, a popular sports show on prime 

time slot, and the creation of the BYC Tourney website.

Hundreds of teams entered the inaugural BYC Tourney online, out of which 48 were chosen to 

participate. Thousands of people turned up to watch the competition on the day, and the tourney was 

broadcast on national TV, reported in newspapers, featured online and discussed on radio.

By its second year, BYC was considered to be a ‘serious’ event on the sporting calendar, and we declared 

that L&P was now ‘the official sports drink of Backyard Cricket.’  Iconic 1980s-style posters targeted our 

audience’s own nostalgic memories were launched and we also ran a radio campaign supporting L&P’s 

position. An L&P on-pack promo was also developed, where consumers stood to win a ‘legendary’ BYC 

camping weekend. 

Again, non-traditional media such as billboards, adshels, street posters, radio and point of sales played 

the major role in this campaign. More interestingly, New Zealand’s first ever web-only TV show - The 

BYC Chronicles - was created featuring the stars of the Paeroa tourney. The show ran for three 20-minute 

‘webisodes’ available exclusively at tvnzondemand.co.nz and received more views than the concurrent 

episodes of Desperate Housewives! 

Results

The total sales of L&P increased by 15 percent over the two summers. What’s more, L&P’s growth 

occurred at the same time that their share of traditional media spend declined. This proved that a strong 

core idea with an intelligent integrated campaign using non-traditional media as its mainstay could be 

just as powerful as investing in traditional media. Overall, the campaign generated over $700,000 of 

unpaid media exposure in the two-year period. 

360° Case Study
L&P: Backyard Cricket Tournament
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As a young country, it’s not surprising that New 
Zealanders are known for their ability to turn their 
hands to anything. Ogilvy New Zealand, with its 
tenacity and temerity, is no exception.

With a combined staff strength of 217 – in both 
Auckland and Wellington – Ogilvy New Zealand 
is committed to providing clients with the best 
communications solutions. As the preferences and 
needs of consumers and clients evolve, Ogilvy New 
Zealand has drawn on its tradition of initiative and 
versatility to launch innovative services that clients 
have been quick to embrace.

For instance, 2009 saw the birth of Ogilvy Data, 
created to solve the technical and strategic hurdles 
clients face when establishing a database marketing 
programme. Ogilvy Data makes it easier for 
marketers to run a customer database, send targeted 
communications, discover powerful insights, and 
drive incremental sales and loyalty. Its success was 
highlighted at the recent RSVP/Nexus Awards, New 
Zealand’s awards for direct marketing effectiveness 
when the agency took home no fewer than nine 
awards.

Another noteworthy mention is Ogilvy New Zealand’s 
in-house TV production facilities. This has grown 
exponentially after the agency realised that such a 
service would greatly increase the speed, economy 
and creative control it could offer in TV production 
for retail clients. Besides on-site TV production 
capabilities, the production team also provides post-
production edit and audio suites and a photographic 
studio with a staff of seven photographers and 
stylists.

The feather in the cap for the agency is the recent 
formation of Film 360, which gathers Ogilvy New 
Zealand’s diverse capabilities into a seamlessly 
structured organisation for even better levels of 
creativity and cost-effectiveness. Film 360 now 
includes a roster of experienced and internationally 
regarded directors like Barry Fawcett and Dennis 
Hitchcock.

Said Jane Mill, one of New Zealand’s most respected 
and experienced TV and film producers, and head of 
Film 360, “Film 360 presents a great opportunity to 
agencies visiting New Zealand. We have a rare depth 
of understanding when it comes to locations and line 
production.” 

The production team of five also includes two well-
known producers: Tash Stichbury and Amanda 
Chambers. Tash has many years’ experience as a New 
Zealand line producer for overseas agencies and film 
companies. Amanda, with her depth of experience 
in 2D and 3D post-production at Oktobor, helps 
clients make the best use of our considerable post-
production resources.

These resources are headed up by Matt Holmes, who 
was most recently a Flame artist and offline editor 
from Oktobor. Matt is also an accomplished director 
himself.

His 2D and 3D post-production team consists of eight 
editors and offers motion graphics, compositing, 
matte painting, tracking and match moving to 
the highest standards. The editors also possess 
web skills, and they contribute to the work of the 
interactive division. A vital component of the set-up 
is the industry-standard audio suite, complete with 
a recording booth overseen by a professional audio 
engineer. 

As Greg Partington, Managing Director, Ogilvy New 
Zealand recently commented: “We have created 
a business capable of maximising our share of the 
clients’ marketing budget and offering a genuine 
point of difference. It is a one-stop shop solution 
based around a cluster of specialties. However, there 
is no room for a Jack-of-all-trades and master of none, 
so we are determined that each of our offerings 
is genuinely competitive with the indie specialty 
agencies.”

To find out more about Film 360, email jane.mill@ogilvy.co.nz

Getting to know … New Zealand
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Q & A with Greg Whitham
Creative Director, Interactive, Ogilvy New Zealand

In a short 
paragraph, please 
describe yourself.
As a kid, I got myself 
into trouble when I 
couldn’t put the TV 
set back together 
after pulling it apart 
to find out where the 
pictures came from. 
That childlike curiosity 
never left. And, today, 
I’m still pulling things 
apart and rebuilding 

them. This has served me well in the digital space, 
where some of the most interesting work comes 
from mashups of existing platforms. 

Whom do you most admire?  
What inspires you?
Clients with the courage to sign off on daring work. 
It’s one thing to create innovative work, it’s quite 
another to carry the can for its success or failure.

Alex Bogusky, for continuously pushing the 
boundaries in digital engagement.

Tim Hecker, who knows what he does well and 
sticks with it, and provides the soundtrack to many 
of my creative thinking sessions.

My kids, who don’t just think outside the box; they 
fail to recognize that there was ever a box there at all.

Campaigns that are truly integrated across all 
mediums where each channel supports the others 
– although, unfortunately, these are still far too thin 
on the ground.
 
In 2009, what were your highlights?
Last year, the walls of the Ogilvy Interactive silo in 
our office came down and we started integrating 
with the rest of the agency. We pulled many 
talents – copywriters, photographers, film editors, 
directors and producers – into our own projects 
and added digital elements to many of theirs. 
Learning how to capture and employ the skills 
resident in our agency was a real breakthrough.
 

 

What’s the most creative campaign you’ve 
ever been involved with?
It has to be the BP Explorer campaign in 2008. It 
turned the idea of getting people engaged with 
a brand online on its head. Rather than creating 
an online execution where users went online and 
stayed there, we built a real world environment 
in which users could drive robots around an 
obstacle course remotely via their browser. This 
appealed to me as a creative because it pushed 
what was initially a digital idea out into a physical 
environment where we could see consumers 
engaging with the client’s brand. The numbers we 
got on the site showed that many others enjoyed 
the experience too.
 
What are some of the challenges/ 
opportunities facing the brands you work 
on 2010?
Social engagement will be a huge challenge. When 
the local corner store turned into a chain store 
(that turned into a strip mall that turned into an 
online store), they lost the art of conversing with 
their customers. Ironically, this guiding principle 
of successful Mom & Pop businesses has been 
lost to the big brands, which seem almost afraid 
to engage with their customers in a meaningful 
way without peering over a wall of legal terms, 
conditions and criteria.
Social media is easier when you work with young 
challenger brands, as they have nothing to lose 
and plenty to gain. But with the established 
brands, changing decades of controlled dialogue is 
harder to do – but ultimately more rewarding.

How do you see the New Zealand advertising 
landscape evolving in the future?
I am weary of advertising ‘psychics’ who predict 
the future of the advertising landscape. The last 10 
years have shown us that ‘landscapes’ can appear 
and disappear overnight.

To me, agencies and clients that can successfully 
execute campaigns across all mediums/channels 
coherently, where each element plays to its 
strength, will be the big winners of the future.  
The era of ‘matching luggage’ campaigns where 
the same artwork and execution is mindlessly 
pushed out into digital, TV, print, DM and radio 
needs to end today.

http://nz.linkedin.com/pub/greg-whitham/4/720/754
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Ogilvy is considered, by many, to be the pre-eminent 
global Agency brand in Asia with 124 offices, 
operating across 29 cities with 7000 employees.

INDUSTRY RECOGNITION
While many multinational businesses were  
under pressure, Ogilvy’s new business growth  
has impressed in a tough year, resulting in one  
of its most successful years in terms of new  
business performance, adding 209M in billings  
(Source: according to PwC). 

The agency added business from new clients,  
and grew several large clients through specific  
local market initiatives. Ogilvy won 6 of the 10 
largest pitches held in Asia during 2009  
(Source: PwC/Media Ranking).

In 2009, for the 7th consecutive year, Campaign Brief 
Asia named Ogilvy ‘Creative Network of the Year’. 
Ogilvy was the only agency network to have 5 offices 
listed in Campaign Brief’s ‘25 Hottest Agencies in 
Asia’ line up. [Singapore, Mumbai, Bangkok, 
Shanghai, Beijing]

R3’s Regional Agency Scope 2009 named Ogilvy 
‘The strongest creative agency in APAC’, as voted  
by industry trade publications.

The Gunn Report, the only independent ranking  
of creative performance globally, cited the strength 
of the Ogilvy & Mather Asia Pacific network has 
helped boost the Ogilvy & Mather worldwide 
ranking to 5th position. 

According to The Agency Report -- the region’s  
most detailed agency analysis -- commissioned 
by Media magazine, Ogilvy was the number one 
agency in Asia Pacific, receiving a total of nine points 
out of 10. No other agency network in Asia received 
this score. Ogilvy’s score has remained consistent for  
four consecutive years (2006 - 2009).  
 
Marketing magazine, the leading industry 
publication, named Ogilvy Singapore ‘Creative 
Agency of the Year’ in 2009.

Ogilvy Public Relations scooped top honours as 
‘Network of the Year’ at the annual Asia Pacific  
PR awards. And, for the fifth consecutive year,  
won 3 times more accolades than any other  
PR agency, picking up 13 honours.

AWARD RECOGNITION
Effectiveness
Ogilvy Asia is the first and only Network outside  
of the UK to receive recognition from the IPA.

Ogilvy & Mather became the most awarded network 
at the Asia Marketing Effectiveness Award collecting 
12 accolades; Bangkok, Hong Kong, Mumbai, 
Shanghai, Sydney, Taipei and Asia Pacific contributed 
to this tally.

Creative
At an international level, Ogilvy consistently remained 
in the top three most-awarded networks in Asia, 
picking up a slew of international accolades from 
Cannes, One Show, London Internationals, Clios, 
D&AD, The Webby’s and ECHOS, where Ogilvy 
Malaysia was the most awarded agency within the 
global Ogilvy Network.

Ogilvy people were also represented on the following 
judging panels throughout the year: Cannes, D&AD, 
LIA, AsiaSpikes, Clios, and AWARD.

At a regional level, at the first ever AsiaSpikes, Ogilvy 
Thailand was awarded ‘Agency of the Year’ and the 
Grand Prix in the highly prized category of Film and 
Cinema. Ogilvy & Mather’s regional haul included: 
10 Gold, 25 Silver, 19 Bronze and one Grand Prix.

At a local level, Ogilvy has been recognised as 
‘Agency of the Year’ in Indonesia (ADOI magazine/ 
local creative awards), Singapore (MARKETING 
magazine), India (Brand Equity), Hong Kong 
(MARKETING magazine), Thailand (AdMan) and 
Taiwan (Brain). In Malaysia, Ogilvy was the most 
awarded agency at the Kancil’s, local Effies and  
the Direct Marketing Awards.

Fast Facts


